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[In the present paper we try to disclose the problems which egyptian artists confronted while engraving the KB 
316 scene at the Great Hypostyle Hall at Karnak. After looking at the iconographic and epigraphic treatement of the 
scene, we conclude that this scene should be included in the group of the King’s representations receiving the Sed-
Fest signs from the hands of a deity.] 
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1. Introduction 

 
 In the fourth scene of the third register of the North half of the East wall inside the Great Hypostyle 
Hall at Karnak, there is a scene of Sety I, king of the XIXth dynasty, which deserves a special attention. 
This scene has not been included in the general catalogue of the king representations receiving the 
jubilees1, due to fact that Sety I is not taking the Sed-festival signs from goddess Mut’s hands. As we will 
be able to ascertain throughout the present paper, this is a consequence of the problems which ancient 
egypt sculptors encountered when engraving the scene. Accordingly, we should include the KB 316 scene 
in the group of representations where Sety I manifests his aspiration to celebrate Sed-festival.  

In ancient Tebas, a total of seventy scenes of the king receiving the jubilees have been identified. 
This iconographic treatment makes his first appearance during the reign of Ramesses I, first ruler of the 
XIXth dynasty. In these scenes the king is represented, standing or kneeling, streching forward the arm 
with the hand palm oppened upwards in an attitude of receiving the Sed-festival hieroglyphics from a 
deity. Of those seventy, eleven are located inside the Great Hypostyle Hall at Karnak: ten are depicted on 
the walls, while the remaining one is located on the column number 105. Two scenes belong to Sety I, 
eight to Ramesses II, both kings of the XIXth dynasty, and one of Rameses IV, pharaoh of the XXth 
dynasty: 

 
1) Sety I. KB 285 and KB 286: North wall, east side, middle register2.  

Left (KB 285): Sety I kneeling in ished-tree, with Thoth inscribing king’s name on a leaf.  

 

1. For the scenes of the king receiving the Sed-festival signs, see Costa 2004 and Costa 2006. 
2. Barguet 1962, 73; Costa 2004, I/2, 3-6; Nelson 1981, plate. 192 (The plate indicates that the divinity who delivers the 

jubilees to the sovereign is Amun-Re); Porter & Moss 1972, 45:154, II, 4. 
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Right (KB 286): Sety I, kneeling, receiving jubilees from Re-Harakhti in the presence of Weret-
Hekau. 

2) Sety I. KB 295: North wall, east side, bottom register3. 
Sety I, kneeling, receiving jubilees from Amun-Re in the presence of Mut and Khonsu. (Behind the 
chapel of Amun they are settled fifteen deities of the Great Ennead of Karnak). 

3) Ramesses II. KB 38: West wall, south half, north part, large scene4.  
Ramesses II escorted by Mut and Thoth, receiving life and jubilees from Amun-Re, with Khonsu. 

4) Ramesses II. KB 97 and KB 98: South wall, east half, bottom register, west end5. 
Ramesses II, kneeling, receiving regalia and jubilees from Amun-Re in the presence of Mut and Khonsu, 
while Thoth inscribes years of reign and Iunmutef addresses the Great Ennead). 

5) Ramesses II. KB 111: South wall, East half, middle register6. 
Ramesses II, kneeling, receiving jubilees from Amun-Re in the presence of Neith and lioness-headed 
Mut. 

6) Ramesses II. KB 121: outh wall, east half, bottom register, east end7.  
Ramesses II, kneeling in ished-tree, receiving jubilees from Amun-Re in the presence of Mut, Khonsu 
and Thoth. Thoth inscribes king’s name on leaves of ished-tree. 

7) Ramesses II. KB 140: East wall, south half, third register, south end8.  
Ramesses II receiving years and jubilees from Thoth. 

8) Ramesses II. KB 160: East wall, south half, bottom register, north end9.  
Ramesses II, accompanied by goddess Thebes, receiving life and jubilees from Amun-Re, with Mut. 

9) Ramesses II. KB 178: vestibule, south wing, third register10.  
Ramesses II receiving years and jubilees from Thoth. 

10) Rameses II. KB 173: vestibule, south wing, top register11.  
Ramesses II, kneeling, receiving jubilees from a divinity. 

11) Ramesses IV: column 105, second scene.  
Ramesses IV receiving life and jubilees from Ptah in the presence of Mut-Sekhmet-Bastet-Menehyt and 
Isis12. 

 

 

3. Barguet 1962, 73; Costa 2004, I/2, 7-9; Nelson 1981, plate 200; Porter & Moss 1972, 45:154, III, 4 (According to Porter & 
Moss, the king presents Maaat). 

4. Barguet 1962, 64; Costa, 2004, 30-35; Nelson 1981, palte 7; Porter & Moss 1972, 46:156, I-III. 
5. Barguet 1962, 66; Costa 2004, I/2, 36-40; Nelson 1981, plate 52; Porter & Moss 1972, 47:158, III, 1. 
6. Barguet 1962, 67; Costa 2004, I/2, 41-43; Nelson 1981, plate 70; Porter & Moss 1972, 48:159, II, 3. 
7. Barguet 1962, 68; Costa 2004, I/2, 44-47; Nelson 1981, plate 79; Porter & Moss 1972, 48:159, III, 4. 
8. Barguet 1962, 68; Costa 2004, I/2, 48-50; Nelson 1981, plate 96; Porter & Moss 1972, 49:160, III, 1. 
9. Costa 2004, I/2, 51-53; Nelson 1981, plate 104; Porter & Moss 1972, 49:160, IV, 9 (According to Porter & Moss, Amun-Re 

accompanied by the goddess Amonet). 
10. Costa 2004, I/2, 54-55; Nelson 1981, plate 118; Porter & Moss 1972, 60:179, b, III. 
11. Costa 2004, I/2, 56-57; Nelson 1981, plate 112 (above); Porter & Moss, 1972, 60:179, c, II (According to Porter & Moss, 

king receiving heb-sed fom [his statue]). 
12. Christophe 1955, 25, 52, 54, 57 and 119; Costa 2004, I/2, 146-148; Lepsius 1849-1859, III, 220 (f); Porter & Moss 1972, 51. 
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2. The KB 316 scene 
 

The KB 31613 scene is the fourth scene of the third register of the North half of the East wall (fig. 1)14: 
goddess Mut extends two sceptres in form of papyrus stems to Sety I. Each stem is intertwined by the 
body of an uraeus, symbolizing the Upper and Lower Egypt (figs. 2-3)15. 
 

 
Figure 1. Situation of the KB 316 scene. 

 
 The area where the king’s figure can be found is highly destroyed. If we pay attention to the drawing of 
the scene that appears in the left side of the plate 213 of Nelson’s publication (fig. 2) and we compare it with a 
current photograph (fig. 3) we can observe that the figure of Sety I is nowadays in a worse state of 
conservation: part of the torso and the elbow from the right arm have disappeared. The eye ( ) of the text 
column number 3 of Nelson’s drawing has also been affected.  
 Sety I () is kneeling. The face is also damaged and wears the ritual false beard and the red crown of the 
Lower Egypt, with frontal uraeus. Rests of the chendyt short cloth are preserved. With the left hand takes the 
sceptre that the goddess Mut holds with her right hand; he has de right hand located upwards, in the 
characteristic position of the representations of the kings receiving the jubilees. 
 Goddess Mut () is representated standing. She has her feet partially destroyed. She wears tripartite wig 
and the royal vulture over it. On top of the headdress rests the double crown psquent (the white crown 
dominates over the red one). She wears a long tight-fitting dress. On each hand, goddess Mut, holds a sceptre 
in form of a papyrus stem. Each stem is intertwined by the body of an uraeus: one has the white crown of 
the Upper Egypt, while the other has a red crown of the Lower Egypt. 
 On top of Sety I figure we can find the deteriorated figure of the God Horus of Behedet, represented as a 
bird of prey with a falcon head and outstretched wings. With its claws holds a chen  cartouche, only partally 
conserved.  
 

 

13. Made in bas-relief. 
14. Porter & Moss 1972, 45:155, III, 4. 
15. Barguet 1962, 76; Costa 2004, I/1, 305-306; Nelson 1981, plate 213 (left). 
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Figure 2. Reproduction of the KB 316 scene of 
Nelson’s publication plate 213. 

 

Figure 3. Current state of the KB 316 scene. 

 
Hieroglyphic texts and translation 
 
Mut 
 

 (1)   

 

 (2)  (3)  
 
«(1) Mut, lady of heaven, mistress of tge gods: (2) “Receive the Sed-festival like Re, (3) that [he] may make 
given life”». 
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Sety I 
 

 (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  
 
«(5) (Long) live the good god, lord of the [Two] Lands, master of the ritual, (6) Menmaaatre, (7) [Set]y-
[Mer]en[amun], (8) given life». 
 
Falcon 
 

 (4)  
 
«(4) The Behdedite, the great god of variegated plumage». 

 
3. Observations about the iconographic treatment of KB 316 scene 
 
 The artists, who engraved the East wall scenes of the Great Hypostyle Hall at Karnak, had a lot of 
difficulties, mainly because of the eight slots for the poles that originally decorated the façade of the third 
Pylon at Karnak.  
 In the KB 316 scene, the problem relied on the useful space available to engrave the figures of Sety I and 
Mut, between the slot for the pole and the KB 31716 scene, which had to be smaller than previously planned; 
this forced the carvers to fit the figures in a more limited area and, probably, also modify the original topic. 
 As it can be seen, the lelf shoulder of goddess Mut is smaller in order to avoid entering the KB 317 scene. 
 Sety I figure is moved to the right, making his right hand, which was destinated to receive the jubilees, be 
so attached to the sceptre holded by goddess Mut’s right hand that no remaining space was available to 
engrave the Sed-festival hieroglyphics. However, that Sety I is about to receive the Set-Fest signs is clearly 
confirmed by the inscription located between both figures, where goddess Mut tells to the ruler: «Receive the 
Sed-festival like Re». In the KM 295 scene of Rameses XI, located in the Hypostyle Hall of the temple of 
Khonsu at Karnak17, the god Amun-Re gives the jubilees to Ramesses XI, in presence of Khonsu, Mut and 
Thoth (fig. 4). Between the god Amun-Re and the king there is the same hieroglyphic text that appears in 
the KB 316 scene: «Receive the Sed-festival like Re»18. Thus Ramesses’ IX scene merely reasserts our 
hypothesis that Sety I, at the time of planning the KB 316 scene, was intended to receive the Sed-festival signs 
from goddess Mut’s hand. 
 Equally, we should highlight, at an iconographic level, that this would be the only known scene 
where the Sed-festival signs hang from a sceptre in form of a papyrus stem and not from a year’s palm19.  

 

16. Nelson 1981, plate 213 (right); Porter & Moss 1972, 45:155, III, 5. 
17. Costa 2004, I/2, 171-174; Costa 2007, 110-113; Epigraphic Survey 1979-1981, II, 171; Porter & Moss 1972, 233:25, III, 1. 
18. Epigraphic Survey 1979-1981, II, 171:5. 
19. In the courtyard of the Khonsu temple, at Karnak, a Herihor scene (KM 138) has been preserved, where the First Priest 

of Amun receives both royal uraei from the Upper and Lower Egypt and the jubilees from goddess Hathor hands, in presence of 
goddess Isis. Goddess Hathor holds, on each hand, a palm branch of years. From each palm hangs a heb-sed sign and is 
intertwined by the body of an ureaus: the one located in the palm being held by the goddess’ right hand is in contact with the red 
crown of the Lower Egypt, while the one located in her left hand carries the white crown of the Upper Egypt. See Costa 2004, I/2, 
199-201; Epigraphic Survey 1979-1981, I, 59A; Porter & Moss 1972, 230:20-21, II, 6. 
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 In the inscription refering to the pharaoh getting the Sed-festival, we should underline that the 
hieroglyphic signs from both columns are orientated to goddess Mut () and not Sety I (). As being part 
of the goddess discourse, these signs should be orientated in the opposite direction (). The lack of space 
available between both figures is what made the artist change the orientation of the hieroglyphic signs, 
resulting in the shortest text column having to fill the space between the monarch’s left arm elbow and his 
legs. 
 

 
Figure 4. KM 295 scene of Rameses XI in the Hypostyle Hall of Khonsu temple. 

(Epigraphic Survey 1979-1981, II, 171). 
 
4. Iconographic proposal for the KB 316 scene of the great hypostyle hall of Karnak 
 
 According to what has been previously stated, we can establish as hypothesis the following iconographic 
proposal for the KB 316 scene (see fig. 5): 
 
- Originally, at the moment of planning the decoration of this scene, a big space between both figures was 
intended. 
 
- The king, with the righ hand palm opened and stretched upwards, was receiving the Sed-festival 
hieroglyphics that had to hang from the sceptre in form of papyrus stem being surrounded by the body of the 
Upper Egypt uraeus, while his left hand was grasping the sceptre. 
 
- The more space available between both figures would have allowed to engrave the two text columns, which 
make reference to the Sed-festival donation made by the goddess, with the hieroglyphic signs oriented 
towards the king. 
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Figure 5. Hypothetical proposal about the iconographic treatment of the KB 316 scene. 
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